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The following module has been recorded as part of the CSI Data Submissions Boot Camp for 20-21. 

Both new and returning school submission contacts are required to watch this module and complete any additional tasks described within it.

You can expect to spend a total of 16 minutes watching this recording and then 5-10 minutes completing a short exercise.



Free and reduced lunch is a topic relevant to state data collections throughout the year and it impacts both school and district accountability measures.

The timing of this module for the Boot Camp is important as we near the 20-21 school year and the opening of the October Count data collection.

FRL is a large topic, so please know that not every aspect of it will be covered here. 



We hope that you find the information presented both interesting and helpful, even for those who already have experience reporting on FRL.

A link to the slides for this recording is also available on the module webpage where you can also click and open available web links.
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Learning Objectives

Determining eligibility

State reporting aspects

Accountability impacts and data accuracy
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The learning objectives for this module Include:

Determining FRL eligibility statuses for students.

State reporting aspects of  FRL

And, accountability impacts and data accuracy

Anything new impacting FRL for 20-21 will also be mentioned throughout.
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Learning Objectives



CSI Submissions FRL Resources
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FRL resources that will be mentioned in this recording are available through the main link displayed here on the Data Submissions Library webpage
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FRL Basics

FRL Eligibility Status 



Must be determined for every enrolled student in a CSI school (even with remote learning)

Must be flagged in the SIS to populate extracts correctly for state collections

Impacts accountability reports and funding streams
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First, to provide a foundation to the content throughout this module, these are some of the most important FRL basic points.



First, the FRL Eligibility Status-- 

READ—  this will be true for school year 20-21 even if remote learning takes place.



Second, the status for each student must be flagged in the SIS in order to populate report extracts correctly for state collections.



Lastly, the eligibility status impacts accountability reports and funding streams for both CSI and schools. 
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Determining Eligibility

Federal Meal Application



School participation in federal lunch program with an SFA

Primarily completed online by families

SFA provides eligibility status to school



State FEDS Form



School does not participate in federal lunch program 

Primarily completed on paper by families

School determines eligibility status according to state guidelines

Flow Diagram at https://resources.csi.state.co.us/free-and-reduced-lunch-eligibility/ 
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The primary method that CSI schools will use to determine eligibility for students each year is by having families complete either the federal meal application or the state FEDs form.

There are secondary methods to determine eligibility, but we’ll discuss these primary ones first.

The type of application a school uses is determined by whether they participate with a School Food Authority (or SFA) for federal meal programs.



The two main sections of this slide compare and contrast the two application methods

The left slide lists aspects of the federal meal application, which is for schools participating with an SFA.

Schools will communicate with families at the beginning of the year how they should complete the application, which is typically completed online.

Eligibility checks are completed on the application data and the status for each student is provided electronically from the SFA to the school. 



The State FEDS form method shown on the right-hand side of the slide should be used by CSI schools that do NOT participate in with an SFA.

Again, schools will direct families to complete the forms, which are typically done on paper.

The difference with this method is that the schools will then determine the eligibility status using guidance from the state. 



Something new for 20-21 is the formation of the CSI SFA, which will be mentioned in other parts of this recording. 

Most CSI schools that have not participated with an SFA in the past, will be joining the CSI SFA even though they do not participate in a federal meal program.

These schools will now be able to have families complete the FEDS forms online and will no longer have to manually determine the eligibility statuses.



With either method, schools should be having families complete the applications at the beginning of the school year AND for any transfers who enroll mid year.

A link to a flow diagram outlining the process of using both of these methods has been provided in this slide, you won’t be able to click on the link in this recording, but you can do that from the slide file or access it from the CSI FRL Resources webpage.
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Determining Eligibility

Family Engagement

Ongoing struggles to get families to complete applications

Incentives for FEDS Form

See “Information to Households Letter” on CSI FRL Resources webpage (benefits)

Immigrant/Migrant Families

“Public Charge Rule” used by immigration for entry to US/Green card/Visa

https://protectingimmigrantfamilies.org/know-your-rights/

FRL applications do NOT impact public charge decisions
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Family engagement is crucial to getting complete data for FRL eligibility on all students.

It’s an ongoing struggle to get families to complete the applications for multiple reasons, but schools need to do everything they can to ensure that applications are completed.

There are a couple of resources that CSI has added to the FRL webpage that schools are encouraged to share with families that can help.



The first of these, is aimed at CSI schools that have families complete the state FEDS forms because they don’t participate in federal meal programs.

The actual resource is a letter template schools would provide to families, explaining the benefits of completing the FEDS form, which includes:

An explanation of the possibility of additional funding for the school.

Waiver of certain fees for students who qualify for free or reduced lunch.



And, the possibility of reduced price internet service for families who qualify.

Schools can even add additional benefits that might be available at their school beyond these. 



The second resource is intended to help where families are afraid to complete an FRL application because of immigration fears.

There has been a great deal of misinformation spread around about the impact to the “Public Charge Rule” that the federal government uses to determine US entry, green cards, and VISAs.



The link listed in this slide is available on the CSI FRL webpage and has several Public Charge related resources that can be shared with families.

Essentially, these families need assurance that the FRL applications, whether state or federal, do NOT impact public charge decisions.
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Determining Eligibility

New for 20-21: 

CSI School Food Authority
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As mentioned earlier the new CSI school food authority has been created beginning with school year 20-21. 

We hope that this addition will lead to even more accurate FRL edibility data in our state collections and help to improve and streamline processes for schools participating with the new SFA.
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Determining Eligibility

Direct Certification

Automatic approval for free lunch based on state assistance program data

SNAP, TANF, migrant

Between July 1 and October count date



Categorical Eligibility

Automatic approval for free lunch based other state/local/school data

Homeless, runaway, foster
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Next, we’ll discuss the secondary methods used to determine FRL eligibility for students.

The first method is called Direct Certification which allows automatic approval for free lunch for students based on state assistance program data.



Student demographic information is cross checked by SFAs with the state Child Nutrition Hub and any families identified there as receiving SNAP, TANF, or who are on the migrant list should be marked as free lunch eligible. 

Students can qualify under this during the window of time between July 1 and October Count date.



Categorical Eligibility is also an automatic approval for free lunch, but it is based on state/local/ or school data when students are officially determined to be either homeless, runaway, or foster. 

For homeless or runaway, a school should have a CSI approved McKinney-Vento form for each student before flagging the student in their SIS as free lunch.



CSI will notify schools if a student is in an official foster environment based on data provided by CDE. 

Schools should not just take the word of a family member or third party that a student is in a foster situation, because it is sometimes used loosely and is not based on any formal state decisions for a student.
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Determining Eligibility

Carry Over Provisions

Prior year eligibility in effect for first 30 operating days of school year

No other determination can be made

Prior district/school status can be used for transfers

“Variance Waiver”- extends 30-day carryover to October Count day

CSI will request this from CDE
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Carry Over Provisions is another way to determine eligibility; however, it is very different than the primary and secondary methods described so far.

This is a method where prior year FRL eligibility can be used for the first 30 operating days of the school year. 

Please know that this applies only to FRL eligibility and does not apply to nutrition or meal status  for schools participating in a federal lunch program.



One of the key rules if a school uses carry over is that you CANNOT have made any other determination check on a student for the current school year beginning on or after July 1st.

As CDE likes to call it, you can’t cherry pick the best status for a student for the current year.

Typically, carry over is only used for students in cases where a family isn’t able to complete an FRL application and this is pretty rare.



Schools might also use this in cases where a student tranfers in and there is not enough time to get the family to complete an application before count day ends. 

In this case, the school needs to get a copy of documentation on the former school FRL status.



For schools where there are more than 30 days prior to count day, a “Variance Waiver” request can be made to the state to extend the carryover through count day.

CSI will check all school calendars for 20-21 and submit a request on behalf of those schools that have more than 30 days before count day.
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State Reporting

October Count Collection

~$8,100 per pupil funding

~$1,200 additional “At Risk” funding

For each reported free lunch student

Eligibility must be determined on or before Count day

Status reported in the Student Demographic (SD) file
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Let’s switch now to the second learning objective for this module, which is aspects related to State Reporting.

The annual October Count collection carries with it an average of about 8100 dollars per student for full time pupil funding.

For each student reported as free lunch eligible, the additional “At-Risk” funding averages around 1200 dollars, which shows just how important it is to report every student in the October Count.



One of the most important rules for the October Count collection on FRL is that the eligibility must be determined on or before Count day. 

The status actually can’t be determined prior to July 1st of the current school year either.

There are two primary files each school will submit for the October Count and the FRL status is reported in the one called the Student Demographic or SD file.
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State Reporting

End of Year Collection

Consistency with October Count data reported

Continue to determine eligibility for transfer students

Status reported in the Student Demographic (SD) file
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The End of Year collection that will open in the latter half of the school year is essentially an extension of the fall October Count collection. 

In End of Year, each school will report all students who were enrolled at any time during the school year. 

The data reported in the October Count and End of year should be consistent for FRL.



For any students who transfer in mid-year, you’ll want to continue to determine eligibility for those students.

Though funding may not be tied to them for the End of Year collection, accountability reports based on End of Year data look at the FRL status.

Additionally, though not common, it is possible that you may need to use carryover next year for mid year transfers even if your school does not participate in a federal lunch program.



Finally, like the October Count collection, the FRL status is reported in the Student Demographic or SD file.
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Accountability & Accuracy

Accountability impacts

FRL used for economically disadvantaged in dropout, graduation, and mobility rates

Underreported estimates

CDE recent find: About 10% free lunch are homeless yet CSI has lowest homeless percentage in state

In general, FRL is underreported due to data management and reporting process mistakes
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Now we’ll look at the last learning objective in this module, which has to do with Accountability Impacts and Data Accuracy.

FRL statuses on students is included within accountability reports based on the End of Year collection. 

Specifically, the economically disadvantaged cohort of students is based on the FRL statuses and populates the dropout, graduation, and mobility rates for schools and CSI.



There is strong evidence that both FRL and homelessness are underreported each year in both the October Count and End of Year collections.

CDE recently found that about 10% of students reported as free lunch in the state are also homeless, yet CSI has the lowest reported homeless percentage in the state.



We can conclude from this observation by CDE that CSI schools are likely underreporting homeless students, which carries a significant amount of funding.

The homeless funding that is being missed could be used to help students financially.

Unfortunately, it seems that each year we also find out too late that some students were mistakenly not reported as FRL due to data management and reporting mistakes at the school level.
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Accountability & Accuracy

13

All schools should complete FRL checklist













Next, we’ll look at ways that you can use available validation tools to check the accuracy of your FRL data.

All schools are strongly encouraged to complete the FRL checklist as part of the October Count collection and internal audit. 

The checklist will be found in Appendix 4 of the October Count Audit Handbook.



The screenshot in this slide is illustrating the 19-20 version of the checklist because the 20-21 version is not yet available at the time of this recording.

The 20-21 version will be posted to the CSI October Count webpage by August 28th, 2020.



The checklist will help each school to ensure that you are not underreporting your FRL data in the October Count.

Please know that once the October Count data is finalized in December of each year it cannot be changed. 

If the data is not correct when the collection closes, then your school could lose out on additional At-Risk funds.
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Accountability & Accuracy

Validations 

Check that your SIS is being updated accurately

FRL statuses typically roll over by default from the prior year--make sure they are current

Run ad hoc reports to check student eligibility counts

Filter student counts in October Count and EOY Student Demographic file submissions

Migrant, homeless, and foster students are categorically eligible for free lunch—check for these

Review FRL counts carefully in your October Count and EOY summary reports 
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Here are some of the most important validations that each school can do to ensure the FRL data you report is correct.

Check that your SIS is being updated accurately for every student. 

FRL statuses typically roll over by default in both PowerSchool and Infinite Campus from the prior year and that may not be correct for the current year.



Learn how to run ad hoc reports in your SIS to check that student eligibility counts appear correct based on your enrollment.

You can compare these count to prior years to ensure you are not showing an alarming change in counts.

You can also run these checks by filtering a copy of the Student Demographics file for your October Count and EOY.



Make sure that the migrant, homeless, and foster students who are categorically eligible for free lunch are marked as such. 

Finally review the summary reports provided to your school for both October Count and EOY and make sure the FRL data is correct.

The FRL coordinator at each school must sign off on the October Count summary report, so that person and others who sign are confirming the accuracy of  the data reported.
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Follow Up FRL Exercise

Find your way to the CSI Data Submissions Bootcamp webpage under the Data Submissions Library (starting from the main CSI webpage)

Next, go to Free and Reduced-Price Lunch Overview module webpage (where you started this recording from)

Click on the link provided to access the FRL Exercise and complete it

A link to the slides for this module will also be available if you would like to have that open while you complete the FRL Exercise
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We’ve reached the end of the narrative part of this module and the next step is for you to participate in a short follow up exercise.

Please …
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Thank you for participating!

For questions email submissions_csi@csi.state.co.us 













Thank you for participating in this training module for the submissions bootcamp. 

Please send any questions to our submissions email address provided in this slide.
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Learning Objectives

• Determining eligibility
• State reporting aspects
• Accountability impacts and data accuracy
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Learning Objectives

CSI 
Submissions 

FRL 
Resources
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FRL Basics
FRL Eligibility Status 

• Must be determined for every enrolled 
student in a CSI school (even with remote 
learning)

• Must be flagged in the SIS to populate 
extracts correctly for state collections

• Impacts accountability reports and funding 
streams
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Determining Eligibility
Federal Meal Application

• School participation in 
federal lunch program with 
an SFA

• Primarily completed online 
by families

• SFA provides eligibility 
status to school

State FEDS Form

• School does not
participate in federal lunch 
program 

• Primarily completed on 
paper by families

• School determines 
eligibility status according 
to state guidelines

Flow Diagram at https://resources.csi.state.co.us/free-
and-reduced-lunch-eligibility/
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Determining Eligibility
Family Engagement
Ongoing struggles to get families to complete applications
• Incentives for FEDS Form

• See “Information to Households Letter” on CSI FRL 
Resources webpage (benefits)

• Immigrant/Migrant Families
• “Public Charge Rule” used by immigration for entry to 

US/Green card/Visa
• https://protectingimmigrantfamilies.org/know-

your-rights/
• FRL applications do NOT impact public charge 

decisions6

https://protectingimmigrantfamilies.org/know-your-rights/


Determining Eligibility

New for 20-21: 
CSI School Food 

Authority
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Determining Eligibility

Direct Certification
• Automatic approval for free lunch based on state 

assistance program data
• SNAP, TANF, migrant
• Between July 1 and October count date

Categorical Eligibility
• Automatic approval for free lunch based other 

state/local/school data
• Homeless, runaway, foster
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Determining Eligibility

Carry Over Provisions
• Prior year eligibility in effect for first 30 

operating days of school year
• No other determination can be made
• Prior district/school status can be used for 

transfers
• “Variance Waiver”- extends 30-day carryover 

to October Count day
• CSI will request this from CDE
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State Reporting

October Count Collection
• ~$8,100 per pupil funding
• ~$1,200 additional “At Risk” funding

For each reported free lunch student
• Eligibility must be determined on or before Count 

day
• Status reported in the Student Demographic (SD) 

file
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State Reporting

End of Year Collection
• Consistency with October Count data reported
• Continue to determine eligibility for transfer 

students
• Status reported in the Student Demographic (SD) 

file
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Accountability & Accuracy
Accountability impacts

• FRL used for economically disadvantaged in 
dropout, graduation, and mobility rates

Underreported estimates
• CDE recent find: About 10% free lunch are 

homeless yet CSI has lowest homeless percentage 
in state

• In general, FRL is underreported due to data 
management and reporting process mistakes
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Accountability & Accuracy

13

All schools 
should 
complete 
FRL 
checklist



Accountability & Accuracy
Validations 
• Check that your SIS is being updated accurately

• FRL statuses typically roll over by default from the 
prior year--make sure they are current

• Run ad hoc reports to check student eligibility counts
• Filter student counts in October Count and EOY Student 

Demographic file submissions
• Migrant, homeless, and foster students are 

categorically eligible for free lunch—check for these
• Review FRL counts carefully in your October Count and 

EOY summary reports
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Follow Up FRL Exercise

1. Find your way to the CSI Data Submissions Bootcamp 
webpage under the Data Submissions Library (starting 
from the main CSI webpage)

2. Next, go to Free and Reduced-Price Lunch Overview 
module webpage (where you started this recording 
from)

3. Click on the link provided to access the FRL Exercise 
and complete it

4. A link to the slides for this module will also be 
available if you would like to have that open while you 
complete the FRL Exercise
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Thank you for participating!

For questions email 
submissions_csi@csi.state.co.us

mailto:submissions_csi@csi.state.co.us
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